


Today, we are moving on to Unit 2, where we will learn about something called 
abstraction, a key process you will use in both computer science and writing. 



You will need….[read slide]



In a moment, we will log into CoCo level 3. 

We already know how to do this but, as a reminder, here are the steps (read slide) 









The next few questions you see in Coco as {read questions}

These all have to do with the appearance or look of your sprite, so they are the purple 
look blocks. Let’s learn how they work….



Play Video by clicking on “Explainer Video” on the slide.



Play Video by clicking on “Explainer Video” on the slide.



Play Video by clicking on “Explainer Video” on the slide.



Play Video by clicking on “Explainer Video” on the slide.



If needed, remind students they learned how to switch their sprite’s costume in U1L2. 

Play Video, and explain: It may not be obvious but this cat looks different from the one 
automatically in scratch. This one looks like it’s running. The “change costume” block 
in Scratch changes the appearance of your sprite. You can use it to change the 
appearance of your sprite. This block makes things simpler because we want have to 
use as many sprites in our project.
Video link: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/jdt70o0l0neyk8c/SwitchCostumeCoCo_Nov16.mp4?dl=0



If needed, remind students they learned how to switch their sprite’s visual effect in 
U1L4. 

There are many ways we can use this effect. For each of these, the number 
corresponds to the lowest intensity of each effect. And there are 7 effects to choose 
from!

● Color changes the color. 
● Fisheye warps the sprite to look like this (point to screenshot)
● Whirl warps the sprite another way. 
● Pixelate makes the sprite look like a video game character. 
● Mosaic multiples the sprite 
● Brightness changes the brightness 
● Ghost 














